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Abstract

This paper addresses an interesting yet challenging
problem– source-free unsupervised domain adaptation
(SFUDA) for pinhole-to-panoramic semantic segmentation–
given only a pinhole image-trained model (i.e., source) and
unlabeled panoramic images (i.e., target). Tackling this
problem is nontrivial due to the semantic mismatches, style
discrepancies, and inevitable distortion of panoramic images.
To this end, we propose a novel method that utilizes Tangent
Projection (TP) as it has less distortion and meanwhile slits
the equirectangular projection (ERP) with a fixed FoV to
mimic the pinhole images. Both projections are shown effec-
tive in extracting knowledge from the source model. How-
ever, the distinct projection discrepancies between source
and target domains impede the direct knowledge transfer;
thus, we propose a panoramic prototype adaptation mod-
ule (PPAM) to integrate panoramic prototypes from the ex-
tracted knowledge for adaptation. We then impose the loss
constraints on both predictions and prototypes and propose
a cross-dual attention module (CDAM) at the feature level
to better align the spatial and channel characteristics across
the domains and projections. Both knowledge extraction
and transfer processes are synchronously updated to reach
the best performance. Extensive experiments on the syn-
thetic and real-world benchmarks, including outdoor and
indoor scenarios, demonstrate that our method achieves sig-
nificantly better performance than prior SFUDA methods
for pinhole-to-panoramic adaptation.

1. Introduction
The comprehensive scene perception abilities of 360◦ cam-
eras have made them highly popular for applications, such
as autonomous driving [1]. In contrast to pinhole cam-
eras that capture 2D planer images with a limited field-
of-view (FoV), 360◦ cameras offer a much wider FoV of
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Figure 1. We address a new problem of achieving source-free
pinhole-to-panoramic adaptation for segmentation.

360◦ × 180◦. As a result, research on panoramic semantic
segmentation [42, 43, 46, 48, 49] has been actively explored
to achieve dense scene understanding for intelligent systems.

Generally, the spherical data captured by the 360◦ cam-
eras is always projected into 2D planar representations, e.g.,
Equirectangular Projection (ERP), to be aligned with the
existing imaging pipeline [1] while preserving the omnidi-
rectional information 1. However, ERP suffers from the
inevitable distortion and object deformation due to the non-
uniformly distributed pixels [59]. Meanwhile, learning effec-
tive panoramic segmentation models is often impeded by the
lack of large precisely labeled datasets due to the difficulty
of annotation. For these reasons, some unsupervised domain
adaptation (UDA) methods [49, 50, 59] have been proposed
to transfer the knowledge from the pinhole image domain
to the panoramic image domain. In some crucial applica-
tion scenarios, e.g., autonomous driving, source datasets are
not always accessible due to privacy and commercial issues,
such as data portability and transmission costs. One typical
example is the recent large model, SAM [19], which brings
significant progress in instance segmentation for pinhole im-
ages; however, the source datasets are too large (10TB) to
be reused in end-tasks, such as [20].

1In this paper, omnidirectional and panoramic images are interchange-
ably used, and ERP images often indicate panoramic images.
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Motivation: In this paper, we probe an interesting
yet challenging problem: source-free UDA (SFUDA) for
panoramic segmentation, in which only the source model
(pretrained with pinhole images) and unlabeled panoramic
images are available. As shown in Fig. 1 (a), different from
existing SFUDA methods, e.g., [25, 41, 44] for the pinhole-
to-pinhole image adaptation, transferring knowledge from
the pinhole-to-panoramic image domain is hampered by: 1)
semantic mismatch caused by the different FoV between the
pinhole and 360◦ cameras, i.e., 70◦ vs. 360◦; 2) inevitable
distortion of the ERP; 3) style discrepancies caused by the
distinct camera sensors and captured scenes. In Tab. 2, we
show that naively adapting existing SFUDA methods to our
problem leads to a limited performance boost.

Contributions: To this end, we propose a novel SFUDA
method that effectively extracts knowledge from the source
model with only panoramic images and transfers the knowl-
edge to the target panoramic domain. Our key idea is to
leverage the multi-projection versatility of 360◦ data for
efficient domain knowledge transfer. Our method enjoys
two key technical contributions. Specifically, we use Tan-
gent Projection (TP) and divide the ERP images into patches
with a fixed FoV, dubbed Fixed FoV Projection (FFP), to
extract knowledge from the source model with less distor-
tion and similar FoV to the pinhole images. Both projections
make it possible to effectively extract knowledge from the
source model. However, directly transferring the extracted
knowledge to the target model is hardly approachable due to
the distinct projection gaps. Thus, we propose a panoramic
prototype adaptation module (PPAM) to obtain class-wise
semantic prototypes from the features and predictions of the
source model with TP and FFP images (Sec. 3.2). Then,
these prototypes are integrated together to obtain the global
panoramic prototypes for knowledge adaptation, which is
updated across the adaptation procedure. Moreover, our pro-
posed PPAM also fine-tunes the source model to promote
better knowledge extraction using prototypes extracted from
FFP images. Aligning the prototypes from each FFP image
enables the source model to become more aware of distortion
and semantics across the FoV.

We initially apply both prediction-level and prototype-
level loss constraints to facilitate knowledge transfer to the
unlabeled target panoramic domain. Concretely, the FFP
predictions of the source model are rebuilt together to pro-
vide a pseudo-supervision signal for the target model. The
prototype-level loss constraint is performed between the
panoramic prototypes from PPAM and the prototypes from
the target model’s features and predictions on the ERP im-
ages. Moreover, knowledge from the source model is not
limited to predictions and prototypes, high-level features
also contain crucial image characteristics that can enhance
the performance of the target model. Consequently, we pro-
pose a Cross-Dual Attention Module (CDAM) that aligns

spatial and channel characteristics between domains to fully
utilize the knowledge from the source model and address the
style discrepancy problem (Sec. 3.3). Specifically, CDAM
reconstructs the source model features from FFP images to
provide a panoramic perception of the surrounding environ-
ment and aligns them with the ERP features from the target
model for effective knowledge transfer.

We conduct extensive experiments on both synthetic and
real-world benchmarks, including outdoor and indoor sce-
narios. As no directly comparable works exist, we adapt the
state-of-the-art (SoTA) SFUDA methods [14, 18, 21, 25, 41,
51] – designed for pinhole-to-pinhole image adaptation – to
our problem in addressing the panoramic semantic segmen-
tation. The results show that our framework significantly
outperforms these methods by large margins of +6.37%,
+11.47%, and +10.99% on three benchmarks. We also evalu-
ate our method against UDA methods [49, 50, 58, 59], using
the source pinhole image, the results demonstrate its compa-
rable performance.

2. Related Work
2.1. Source-free UDA for Segmentation

UDA aims to mitigate the impact of domain shift caused
by data distribution discrepancies in downstream com-
puter vision tasks, such as semantic segmentation [2, 6–
9, 13, 17, 30, 32, 33, 36, 37, 40, 52, 55–57, 60, 61]. However,
the source domain data may not always be accessible due
to the privacy protection and data storage concerns. Intu-
itively, source-free UDA (SFUDA) [18, 21, 45] methods are
proposed to adapt source models to a target domain with-
out access to the source data. Existing SFUDA methods
for semantic segmentation primarily focus on source data
estimation [41, 44] or self-training [4, 21, 25, 54] for pinhole
images. In this paper, we make the first attempt at achieving
SFUDA from the pinhole image domain to the panoramic do-
main. This task is nontrivial to be tackled due to the semantic
mismatches, style discrepancies, and inevitable distortion of
panoramic images. Unlike these methods that focus on the
source domain data estimation [25, 44], we propose a novel
SFUDA method that effectively extracts knowledge from the
source model with only panoramic images and transfers the
knowledge to the target panoramic image domain. Experi-
ments also show that naively applying these methods leads
to less optimal performance (See Tab. 2).

2.2. UDA for Panoramic Semantic Segmentation

It can be classified into three types, including adversarial
training [10, 16, 31, 34, 59], pseudo labeling [24, 38, 47, 53]
and prototypical adaptation methods [49, 50]. Specifically,
the first line of research applies alignment approaches to
capture the domain invariant characteristics of images [16,
22, 29], feature [5, 15, 16, 59] and predictions [26, 28].
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Figure 2. Overall framework of our proposed SFUDA for panoramic semantic segmentation.

The second type of methods generates pseudo labels for
the target domain training. The last line of research, e.g.,
Mutual Prototype Adaption (MPA) [49], mutually aligns
the high-level features with the prototypes between domain.
However, these methods treat panoramic images as pinhole
images when extracting prototypes, ignoring the intricate
semantic, object correspondence, and distortion information
brought by the panoramic FoV. We are the first to address
the SFUDA problem for panoramic segmentation. Consid-
ering the distinct projection discrepancies between source
and target domains, we propose a PPAM to integrate the
global panoramic prototypes from the extracted knowledge
for adaptation.

3. Methodology

3.1. Overview

The overall framework for panoramic segmentation is shown
in Fig. 2. With only the source model FS available and given
the unlabeled panoramic image data DT , we aim to train
a target model FT that adapts knowledge from FS to the
common K categories across both domains.

Unlike the pinhole image-to-image adaptation [25, 41,
44], pinhole-to-panoramic image domain adaptation is ham-
pered by three key factors, specifically: semantic mismatch
due to FoV variations (70◦ vs. 360◦), inevitable distortion
in ERP, and ubiquitous style discrepancies in unsupervised
domain adaptation (UDA) (refer to Fig.1 (a)). Therefore,
naively applying existing SFUDA methods exhibits sub-
optimal segmentation performance (See Tab. 2), while UDA
methods with source data, e.g., [25] for panoramic segmen-

tation do not account for the semantic mismatch between
the pinhole and panoramic images. Intuitively, the key chal-
lenges are : 1) how to extract knowledge from the source
model with only panoramic images and 2) how to transfer
knowledge to the target panoramic image domain.
Our key idea is to leverage the multi-projection versatility
of 360◦ data for efficient domain knowledge transfer.

Concretely, to address the first challenge (Sec. 3.2), we
use the Tangent Projection (TP) which is characterized by a
reduced distortion issue compared to the ERP images [12]
to extract knowledge from the source model. Concurrently,
ERP images are segmented into discrete patches, each pos-
sessing a constant FoV to mimic the pinhole images, dubbed
Fixed FoV Projection (FFP). Both projections make it possi-
ble to effectively extract knowledge from the source model.
The distinct projection formats make it impossible to di-
rectly transfer knowledge between domains, thus we pro-
pose a Panoramic Prototype Adaptation Module (PPAM) to
obtain panoramic prototypes for adaptation. To address the
second challenge (Sec. 3.3), we first impose prediction and
prototype level loss constraints, and propose a Cross-Dual
Attention Module (CDAM) at the feature level to transfer
knowledge and further address the style discrepancies.

3.2. Knowledge Extraction

As depicted in Fig. 2, given the target domain (i.e.,
panoramic domain) ERP images DT = {xT |xT ∈
RH×W×3}, we first project them into TP images Dt

T =

{xt
T |xt

T ∈ Rh×w×3} and FFP images Df
T = {xf

T |x
f
T ∈

RH×W/4×3} for effectively extracting knowledge from the
source model. Note that one ERP image corresponds to 18
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Figure 3. Illustration of the prototype extraction (PE) in the
panoramic prototype adaptation module (PPAM).

TP images as [23, 59] and 4 FFP images with a fixed FoV
of 90◦ (See Sec. 5). To obtain the features and predictions
from the source model for knowledge adaptation, the two
types of projected images are first fed into the source model
with batch sampling:

P p, fp = FS(x
t
T ), P f , ff = FS(x

f
T ), (1)

where fp, ff , P p, and P f are the source model features and
predictions of the input TP and FFP images, respectively.
For the target panoramic images, xT is fed into FT to obtain
the target model features f and predictions P of the input
batch of ERP images as P, f = FT (xT ). However, the
distinct projection formats of the input data in the source and
target models make it difficult to align their features directly,
thus we propose a Panoramic Prototype Adaptation Module
(PPAM) to obtain panoramic prototypes for adaptation.
Panoramic Prototype Adaptation Module (PPAM) Com-
pared to prior UDA methods using prototypical adaptation,
e.g., MPA [49, 50], our PPAM possesses three distinct char-
acteristics: (a) class-wise prototypes are obtained from TP
and FFP images to alleviate distortion and semantic mis-
match problems; (b) global prototypes are iteratively up-
dated with prototypes from two projections during the whole
training procedure; (c) hard pseudo-labels are softened in
the high-level feature space to obtain prototypes with dif-
ferent projection of panoramic images, indicating that the
knowledge from the source model is fully utilized.

Specifically, we project the source model predictions P p,
P f into pseudo labels with ŷp(h,w,k) = 1k .=argmax(Pp

h,w,:)

and ŷf(H,W/4,k) = 1k .=argmax(P f
H,W/4,:

), respectively. Here,

k denotes the semantic category.

ŷp(h,w,k) = 1k .=argmax(Pp
h,w,:)

,

ŷf(H,W/4,k) = 1k .=argmax(P f
H,W/4,:

). (2)

Subsequently, we obtain the class-specific masked features

by integrating the up-sampled features with the correspond-
ing pseudo labels ŷp(h,w,k) and ŷf(H,W/4,k). Notably, the pro-

totypes
∑18

a=1(τ
k
p )a and

∑4
b=1(τ

k
f )b for TP and FFP images

are obtained by masked average pooling (MAP) operation,
as shown in Fig. 3. Within each projection, PPAM first
integrates the prototypes:

τkp = avg(

18∑
a=1

(τkp )a), τkf = avg(

4∑
b=1

(τkf )b). (3)

As shown in Fig. 2, τkp and τkf are integrated together as
τkpf to preserve the less distortion characteristics of τkp and
the similar scale semantics of τkf . The τkpf is then used to
update the panoramic global prototype τkg , which is itera-
tively updated with τkpf . To obtain more accurate and reliable
prototypes, we update τkg and τkpf as follows:

τ ig =
1

i
(τkpf )

i + (1− 1

i
)(τkg )

i−1, (4)

where (τkg )
i and (τkpf )

i are the prototypes for category k in
the i−th training epoch, (τkg )

i−1 is the panoramic global
prototype saved in the last training epoch, i is the current
epoch number. The panoramic global prototype τkg is then
used to give supervision for the target prototype τkt obtained
from P and f with the same operations.

Besides extracting prototype knowledge from the source
model, PPAM also fine-tunes the source model to improve
the effectiveness of knowledge extraction. Specifically, since
each ERP image can be projected to 4 FFP images, the source
model’s extracted features ff have 4 pieces of FFP features.
As the content of all the features is within the same ERP
image, we propose to align the class-wise prototypes from
each piece of the features in PPAM to enhance the model’s
performance. Concretely, the prototypes

∑4
α=1 τα of the

four FFP features are obtained through the same operations
with τ tg. Each FFP image captures a non-overlapping 90◦

FoV, resulting in distinct distortions, and similar content in
each FFP image. Aligning the prototypes from each FFP
image enhances distortion-awareness ability in the source
model and helps to explore complementary semantic content
in each FFP image. The MSE loss is imposed between each
two of the prototypes as follows:

Lsft =

4∑
α ̸=β

{ 1

K

∑
k∈K

((τkf )α − (τkf )β)
2}. (5)

Note that Lsft is used to fine-tune the source model FS .

3.3. Knowledge Adaptation

To adapt knowledge to the target domain, we impose the loss
constraints on both predictions and prototypes and propose a
cross-dual attention module (CDAM) at the feature level to
better align the spatial and channel characteristics across the
domains and projections. Specifically, the predictions of the



Method SF mIoU Road S.W. Build. Wall Fence Pole Tr.L. Tr.S. Veget. Terr. Sky Pers. Car ∆

PVT [39] SSL % 38.74 55.39 36.87 80.84 19.72 15.18 8.04 5.39 2.17 72.91 32.01 90.81 26.76 57.40 -
PVT [39] MPA % 40.90 70.78 42.47 82.13 22.79 10.74 13.54 1.27 0.30 71.15 33.03 89.69 29.07 64.73 -

Source w/ seg-b1 ! 35.81 63.36 24.09 80.13 15.68 13.39 16.26 7.42 0.09 62.45 20.20 86.05 23.02 53.37 -
SFDA w/ seg-b1 [25] ! 38.21 68.78 30.71 80.37 5.26 18.95 20.90 5.25 2.36 70.19 23.30 90.20 22.55 57.90 +2.40
ProDA w/ seg-b1 [51] ! 37.37 68.93 30.88 80.07 4.17 18.60 19.72 1.77 1.56 70.05 22.73 90.60 19.71 57.04 +2.73
GTA w/ seg-b1 [21] ! 36.00 64.61 20.04 79.04 8.06 15.36 19.86 6.02 2.13 65.77 17.75 84.56 26.71 58.13 +0.19
HCL w/ seg-b1 [18] ! 38.38 68.82 30.41 80.37 5.88 20.18 20.10 4.23 2.11 70.50 24.74 89.89 22.65 59.04 +2.57
DATC w/ seg-b1 [41] ! 38.54 69.48 26.96 80.68 11.64 15.24 20.10 9.33 0.55 66.11 24.31 85.16 30.90 60.58 +2.73
Simt w/ seg-b1 [14] ! 37.94 68.47 29.51 79.62 6.78 19.20 19.48 2.31 1.33 68.85 26.55 89.30 22.35 59.49 +2.13

Ours w/ seg-b1 ! 41.78 70.17 33.24 81.66 13.06 23.40 23.37 7.63 3.59 71.04 25.46 89.33 36.60 64.60 +5.97
Ours w/ seg-b2 ! 42.18 69.99 32.28 81.34 10.62 24.35 24.29 9.19 3.63 71.28 30.04 88.75 37.49 65.05 +6.37

Table 1. Experimental results on the S-to-D scenario, the overlapped 13 classes of two datasets are used to test the UDA performance. The
bold and underline denote the best and the second-best performance in source-free UDA methods, respectively.

FFP patch images are stitched to reconstruct an ERP image.
The ERP image is then passed to the source model FS to
predict a pseudo label, which serves as the supervision for
the ERP predictions of the target model FT . For simplicity,
we use the Cross-Entropy (CE) loss, which is formulated as:

Lsup = CE(P, 1k .=argmax({Rebuild(P f
H,W/4,:

)})). (6)

And the prototype-level knowledge transfer loss is achieved
by Mean Squared Error (MSE) loss between the panoramic
global prototype τkg and the target prototype τkt :

Lppa =
1

K

∑
k∈K

(τkg − τkt )
2. (7)

With loss Lppa, the prototypes are pushed together to trans-
fer the source-extracted knowledge to the target domain. In
summary, with the proposed PPAM, we effectively address
the distortion and semantic mismatch problems at the predic-
tion and prototype level, we now tackle the style discrepancy
problem at the feature level.
Cross Dual Attention Module (CDAM). Inspired by the
dual attention, focusing on spatial and channel characteris-
tics [25], our CDAM imitates the spatial and channel-wise
distributions of features to alleviate the style discrepancies.
Different from [25] suggesting to minimize the distribution
distance of the dual attention maps between the fake source
(FFP images) and target data (ERP images), our CDAM
focuses on aligning the distribution between FFP and ERP
of the panoramic images rather than introducing additional
parameters and computation cost in estimating source data.
As shown in Fig. 2, we reconstruct the FFP features F f to
ensure that the rebuilt feature F ′ has the same spatial size
as F . Before the cross dual attention operation, we apply a
Batch Normalization Statics (BNS) guided constraint on F
and F ′. Since the BNS of the source model should satisfy

the feature distribution of the source data, we align F and
F ′ with BNS to alleviate the domain gaps as follows:

Lbns =||µ(F )− µ̄||22 + ||σ2(F )− σ̄2||22
+ ||µ(F ′)− µ̄||22 + ||σ2(F ′)− σ̄2||22, (8)

where µ̄ and σ̄2 are the mean and variance parameters of the
last BN layer in the source model S.

As shown in Fig. 2 (a), after aligned with BNS, the ERP
feature f and the rebuilt feature f ′ are first reshaped to be
f ∈ RN×C and f ′ ∈ RN×C , where N is the number of
pixels and C is the channel number. Then we calculate
the spatial-wise attention maps Msp ∈ RN×C and M ′

sp ∈
RN×C for f and f ′ by:

{Msp}ji =
exp(f ′

[i:] · fT
[:j])∑N

i exp(f ′
[i:] · fT

[:j])
,

{M ′
sp}ji =

exp(f[i:] · f ′T
[:j])∑N

i exp(f[i:] · f ′T
[:j])

, (9)

where fT is the transpose of f and {M}ij measures the
impact of the i-th position on the j-th position. Similarly,
the channel-wise attention maps Mch ∈ RC×C and M ′

ch ∈
RC×C can be obtained through:

{Mch}ji =
exp(f ′T

[i:] · f[:j])∑C
i exp(f ′

[i:] · fT
[:j])

,

{M ′
ch}ji =

exp(fT
[i:] · f

′
[:j])∑C

i exp(fT
[i:] · f ′

[:j])
. (10)

After obtaining the spatial and channel attention maps, the
CDAM loss can be calculated with the Kullback-Liibler
divergence (KL divergence) as follows:

Lcda = KL(Msp,M
′
sp) +KL(Mch,M

′
ch) (11)
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Method SF mIoU Person Rider Car Truck Bus Train Motor Bike ∆

Trans4PASS-T [49] % 53.18 48.54 16.91 79.58 65.33 55.76 84.63 59.05 37.61 -
Trans4PASS-S [49] % 55.22 48.85 23.36 81.02 67.31 69.53 86.13 60.85 39.09 -
DAFormer [17] % 54.67 49.69 25.15 77.70 63.06 65.61 86.68 65.12 48.13 -
DPPASS [59] % 55.30 52.09 29.40 79.19 58.73 47.24 86.48 66.60 38.11 -
DATR [58] % 56.81 54.62 29.50 80.03 67.35 63.75 87.67 67.57 37.10 -

Source w/ seg-b1 ! 38.65 40.93 10.89 67.67 36.86 15.56 26.43 42.68 27.16 -
SFDA w/ seg-b1 [25] ! 42.70 41.65 8.46 69.97 47.48 33.24 72.01 47.61 32.77 +4.05
DTAC w/ seg-b1 [41] ! 43.06 43.51 8.35 70.10 35.79 40.73 70.52 49.49 32.94 +4.41

Ours w/ seg-b1 ! 48.78 45.36 15.83 75.70 49.16 55.68 82.07 54.82 33.76 +10.13
Ours w/ seg-b2 ! 50.12 49.92 27.22 76.22 47.81 64.13 79.47 56.83 35.76 +11.47

Table 2. Experimental results of 8 selected categories in panoramic semantic segmentation on C-to-D. SF: Source-free UDA. The bold and
underline denote the best and the second-best performance in source-free UDA methods, respectively.

3.4. Optimization

The training objective for learning the target model contain-
ing three losses is defined as:

L = λ · Lppa + γ · Lcda + Lbns + Lsup (12)

where Lppa is the MSE loss from PPAM, Lcda refers to
the KL loss from CDAM, Lsup denotes the CE loss for
the prediction pseudo label supervision loss, Lbns refers to
the BNS guided feature loss, and λ and γ are the trade-off
weights of the proposed loss terms.

4. Experiments and Analysis

As the first SFUDA method for panoramic image segmen-
tation, there is no prior method for direct comparison. We
thus empirically validate our method by comparing it with
the existing UDA and panoramic segmentation methods on
three widely used benchmarks.

4.1. Datasets and Implementation Details.

Cityscapes [11] is a real-world dataset collected for au-
tonomous driving that contains street scenes. DenseP-
ASS [27] is a panoramic dataset designed for capturing di-
verse street scenes. SynPASS [50] is a synthetic dataset
consisting of 9080 synthetic panoramic images. Stan-
ford2D3D [3] is an indoor panoramic dataset which has 1413
panoramic images. Overall, the experiments are conducted
on both real-world (Cityscapes-to-DensePASS, C-to-D, and
Stanford2D3D-pinhole-to-Stanford2D3D-panoramic, SPin-
to-SPan) and synthetic-to-real (SynPASS-to-DensePASS, S-
to-D) scenarios.

4.2. Experimental Results.

We first evaluate our proposed framework under the S-to-D
scenario. The experimental results are shown in Tab. 1. Our
proposed method consistently outperforms source-free UDA
methods [25] and [41] and even achieves panoramic se-
mantic segmentation performance closer to that of the UDA
method Trans4PASS [50] which utilizes the source data



Method SF mIoU Ceiling Chair Door Floor Sofa Table Wall Window ∆

PVT-S w/ MPA [49] % 57.95 85.85 51.76 18.39 90.78 35.93 65.43 75.00 40.43 -
Trans4PASS w/ MPA [49] % 64.52 85.08 58.72 34.97 91.12 46.25 71.72 77.58 50.75 -
Trans4PASS+ [50] % 63.73 90.63 62.30 24.79 92.62 35.73 73.16 78.74 51.78 -
Trans4PASS+ w/ MPA [50] % 67.16 90.04 64.04 42.89 91.74 38.34 71.45 81.24 57.54 -

SFDA [25] ! 54.76 79.44 33.20 52.09 67.36 22.54 53.64 69.38 60.46 -
Ours w/ b1 ! 57.63 73.81 29.98 63.65 73.49 31.76 49.25 72.89 66.22 +2.87
Ours w/ b2 ! 65.75 82.88 38.00 65.81 86.71 36.32 66.10 80.29 69.88 +10.99

Table 3. Experimental results on indoor Stanford2D3D [3]. The bold denotes the best performance among UDA and SFUDA methods.

Loss Function Combinations C-to-D S-to-D

Lsup Lppa Lsft Lcda Lbns mIoU ∆ mIoU ∆

! 38.65 - 35.81 -
! ! 45.42 +6.77 38.37 +2.56
! ! ! 46.23 +7.58 38.49 +2.68
! ! 44.24 +5.59 38.38 +2.57
! ! ! 44.79 +6.14 38.52 +2.71
! ! ! ! ! 48.78 +10.13 41.78 +5.97

Table 4. Ablation study of different module combinations.

in the adaptation procedure. Our proposed method brings
significant performance gain of +3.57% and +3.54% with
SegFormer-B1 backbone then SFDA [25] and DATC [41],
respectively. We also provide the TSNE visualization in
Fig. 5 (b) and qualitative results in Fig. 4. Apparently, our
method gains a significant improvement in distinguishing the
pixels in panoramic images in both prediction and high-level
feature space. As shown in Tab. 2, we then evaluate our
proposed framework under the C-to-D scenario. Our pro-
posed method significantly outperforms source-free meth-
ods [25, 41] and some panoramic semantic segmentation
methods [43, 46, 48]. Specifically, our method achieves a
significant performance gain over SFDA [25] and DTAC [41]
by +6.08% and +5.72%, respectively. This demonstrates that
our proposed method endowed by PPAM and CDAM is
more suitable for panoramic semantic segmentation tasks.
Furthermore, as shown in the qualitative results in Fig. 4,
our method achieves better segmentation in driving-related
categories, such as rider and car.

We also provide TSNE visualizations [35] in Fig. 5 (a),
showing that our proposed method brings significant im-
provements in distinguishing pixels from different categories
in high-level feature space. Additionally, we evaluated our
proposed method on the Stanford2D3D [3] dataset and com-
pared it with the SFDA [25] and MPA [50] methods. As
shown in the following table, our proposed method signif-
icantly outperforms the SFDA by +7.09% mIoU and is on
par with the MPA method using source data (61.85% vs.
67.16%). Notably, for some categories, such as door (57.90%

Combinations τg+τp τg+τf τg+τp+τf

mIoU 44.14 44.28 45.42

Table 5. Ablation study of different prototype combinations.

vs. 42.89%) and window (68.06% vs. 57.54%), our method
event outperforms the MPA [50].

5. Ablation Study
Different Loss Function Combinations. To assess the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed modules, we conduct ablation
experiments on both real-world and synthetic-to-real sce-
narios with various loss combinations. All of the proposed
modules and loss functions have a positive impact on improv-
ing segmentation performance. Notably, our PPAM yields
a significant performance gain of +6.77%. This indicates
that PPAM alleviates the intricate semantics and distortion
problem with the tangent, and our proposed FFP projection
is valid. This is further supported by the qualitative results
presented in Fig. 4. Additionally, our proposed CDAM
achieves a performance gain of +5.59% compared to the
source baseline, which means that CDAM imitates the spa-
tial and channel-wise distributions of ERP and FFP features
and further addresses the style discrepancy problems.
Ablation of Different Prototype Combinations. To val-
idate the effectiveness of all the prototypes in PPAM, we
conduct experiments on C-to-D using SegFormer-B1 and
only Lsup and Lppa. The results of the performance with
different prototype combinations are presented in Tab. 5.
Both prototypes from TP and FFP have a positive effect on
PPAM, with τp and τf resulting in mIoU improvements of
+5.49% and +5.63%, respectively, compared to the source
baseline. When both prototypes are combined together, there
is a mIoU gain of +6.77%, indicating that their combination
is better for prototype-level adaptation.
Dual Attention vs. Cross Dual Attention. The dual atten-
tion (DA) approach proposed in SFDA [25] aligns the spatial
and channel characteristics of features between the fake
source and target data. In contrast, our cross dual attention
(CDA) approach aligns the distribution between different
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Figure 5. TSNE visualization of (a) Cityscapes-to-DensePASS and
(b) SynPASS-to-DensePASS.

FoV w/o 60◦ 72◦ 90◦ 120◦ 180◦ 360◦

mIoU 38.65 44.03 44.16 44.28 44.02 41.65 40.31
∆ - +5.38 +5.51 +5.63 +5.37 +3.00 +1.66

Table 6. Ablation study of the FoV of our proposed FFP.

projections of the same spherical data, specifically ERP and
FFP, resulting in more robust and stable knowledge trans-
fer. Moreover, in our SFDA, we obtain spatial and channel
characteristics across features, whereas DA operates within
features. We also evaluate DA on the C-to-D scenario, and
our CDA achieves 44.24% mIoU, while DA only reaches
41.53% mIoU. This indicates the proposed CDA is better for
SFUDA in panoramic semantic segmentation.
Field-of-view of FFP. Most existing approaches for
panoramic semantic segmentation, such as those proposed
in [49, 50, 59], primarily focus on alleviating distortion by
introducing distortion-aware components and distinct pro-
jection strategies. However, as discussed in Sec. 3.2, 360◦

images contain more intricate semantic information and ob-
ject correspondence than the pinhole images, resulting in
an obvious semantic mismatch between domains. There-
fore, we propose the Fixed FoV Pooling (FFP) strategy to
address the semantic mismatch. Experimental results show
that the fixed FoV is the most influential factor in FFP, with
an FoV of 90◦ achieving the best segmentation performance,
as shown in Tab. 6, with a mIoU of 44.28%.
Ablation of Hyper-parameters. We now show the influence
of hyperparameters γ and λ, which are the weights for the
KL loss in CDAM and the MSE loss in PPAM, respectively.
The experimental results are provided in Tab. 7.
Fine-tuning the Source Model. As the pre-trained model

γ 0 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2

mIoU 38.65 42.05 43.24 43.28 44.24 43.07
∆ - +3.40 +4.59 +4.63 +5.59 +4.42

λ 0 50 60 80 100 120 150 200

mIoU 38.65 43.13 43.22 45.36 45.42 45.34 45.33 45.12
∆ - +4.48 +4.57 +6.71 +6.77 +6.69 +6.68 +6.47

Table 7. Ablation study of γ and λ.

in the source (pinhole) domain is not an ideal model for the
target (panoramic) image domain, we propose to fine-tune
the source model with the loss function Lsft, as described
in Sec. 3.2. Tab. 4 demonstrates the effectiveness of the
proposed Lsft. When combined with the prototypical adap-
tation loss Lppa, adding Lsft results in a 6.77% mIoU gain
compared with the source baseline of 38.65%. We present
the performance metrics derived solely from the loss Lsft

of PPAM: C-2-D registers at 44.94% while S-2-D records
36.74%. These results underscore the efficacy of Lsft inte-
grated within our PPAM module. Concerning transfer-ability,
our Lsft exhibits compatibility with various projection meth-
ods, e.g., cube map. At its core, our fine-tuning loss seeks
to align all projection images originating from the same
panoramic source, irrespective of the employed projection
technique. This intrinsic adaptability facilitates the applica-
tion of Lsft across diverse projections. More results refer to
the supplementary material.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated a new problem of achieving
SFUDA for panoramic semantic segmentation. To this end,
we proposed an end-to-end SFUDA framework to address
the domain shifts, including semantic mismatch, distortion,
and style discrepancies, between pinhole and panoramic do-
mains.Experiments on both real-world and synthetic bench-
marks show that our proposed framework outperforms prior
approaches and is on par with the methods using source data.
Limitation and future work. One limitation of our pro-
posed framework is the computational cost brought by the
tangent projection during training, and there is still room for
improvements in segmentation performance. However, com-
ponents in our approach such as panoramic prototypes and
fixed FoV projection have significant implications for the
360◦ vision, especially for the panoramic semantic segmen-
tation. In the future, we plan to utilize the large language
models (LLMs) and Multi-modal large language models
(MLLMs) to alleviate the domain gaps, such as the semantic
mismatches between pinhole and panoramic images.
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